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Abstract-- the aim of this work is to study the association of the ultracapacitors and photovoltaic generators to feed an
electrical vehicle. In order to size these components, two electrical models have been proposed starting from their physical
behaviours. Two DC-DC converters for the energy management between the photovoltaic generator, the ultracapacitors and the
dc bus of the electrical vehicle, have been proposed. The simulation of their functionalities gives good results and shows the
possibility to achieve this new application.
Index terms-- electrical vehicle, ultracapacitors, DC-DC power converters, photovoltaic generator.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The power fluctuations are prejudicial to the battery. So,
its useful life decreases considerably in such operation
(significant and repetitive of power peaks). The
ultracapacitors, by their strong power density and their
great ability to be charged and discharged, are more able
than the batteries to provide these necessary peaks of power
at the convenient periods [1]. In the reference [2], the
authors describe an electrical train for which the electrical
feeding is completely ensured by ultracapacitors. The later
are charged from the electrical network during the train
stations. This process allows solving the problem of the
limited autonomy of ultracapacitors regarding to the
batteries one. Furthermore, the railway electric lines are
suppressed as well as the related costs.
In this paper we present a study of an association of a
photovoltaic generator to ultracapacitors in order to ensure
the electric train feeding. Two packs of ultracapacitors are
used : the first one is located at the train station where it is
charged with a low current (slow charging). The second
pack is aboard of the train and it is charged from the first
pack under a high current (fast charging), see figure 1. This
study shows the used methodologies to choose the
converters conv1 and conv2, their sizing and their control
strategies. The ultracapacitor packs and photovoltaic
generators sizing are also treated. Finally, some simulation
results of different functionalities of this new system are
included.
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2.

INSERTION OF ULTRACAPACITORS IN AN
ELECTRIC VEHICLE

The voltage level of the DC bus of the electric
vehicles is generally about 400V. So, to be able to use the
ultracapacitors as principal source of energy in these
vehicles, we must consider a conditioning of their voltage
with that of the vehicle. The voltage and current levels
acceptable by the currently available ultracapacitors are
respectively 2.3V and 400A. Thus, their use in a higher
voltage and current environments requires their assembly
in series or series/parallel. In order to insert the
ultracapacitors pack thus gathered, within an electric
vehicle, two solutions may be considered: a pack directly
connected on the DC bus or through a lifting stage of
voltage. At the end of a comparative study between
possible conditioner structures, we retained a DC/DC
converter based on the boost/back topology. The ratio
between the voltage levels of the ultracapacitors pack and
the DC bus is a very constraining parameter in the choice
of the converter structures. Indeed, the current to cross by
the conditioner converter is significant as well as the value
of this ratio is high.
3.

PHOTOVOLTAIC GENRATOR MODELLING

In order to size the photovoltaic generator and to study
its real time operation, it is necessary to model it in
dynamic operating mode. So, the current-voltage
characteristics of this generator which are strongly non
linear (figure 2) are used to achieve the dynamic
modelling.
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Figure 1 : Energetic scheme of the studied system

Figure 2 : Example of photovoltaic characteristics [7]

Several studies in different domains of engineering
lead to the electrical model of photovoltaic generator which
is presented in figure 3 [6]. We strike the fact that this
generator has a voltage and current behaviours similar to
that of a DC current source with a limited voltage. We note
also that the photovoltaic generator is about 15% for silicon
cells. Thus for a needed power P the solar panel (figure 3)
P
must have a surface S 
. Afterwards, one must
0,15  1000
verifying if the current value of 3.2 A is effectively
sufficient for the application. In the case of this value is
very small one must grouping several panels in parallel.

5.

MINATURE TEST MODEL

This study concerns a miniature test model “1/24th
scale” for that the main components are presented on
figure5. In this time, the train is Ac-Dc powered. Our
target is to replace this feeding system by a solar-power
one. To achieve this goal we must build the two converters
conv1 and conv2 (figure 1). At this stage of the study, the
ultracapacitors packs (pack1 and pack2) and the converters
(conv1 and conv2) are sized and the different
functionalities of the system have been simulated.

Figure 5 : Photos of the miniature test bunch
Figure 3 : Equivalent electrical scheme of a photovoltaic generator [6]
4.

CHOCE OF THE CONVERTERS CONV1 AND CONV2

In order to adapt the ultracapacitors voltage to the DC
bus one, it's necessary to use a conditioning converter
(conv2). This converter must fulfil the following
conditions:
1. The ultracapacitors voltage lifting to that of the DC
bus.
2.

The regulation of the voltage ratio between the
chopper input and output.

3.

Ensuring the current reversibility.

6.

SIMULATION

The simulations have been achieved by using the
Matlab/Simulink software. In this section we present the
main simulation results showing the feasibility of this new
application.
A.

Low charge : photvoltaic generator – pack1 :

In order to see the magnitudes variations, we consider a
small value of capacitance of the pack1 (6.76 F for
example). We obtain the current and voltage variation in
the low charge case, see figure 6.

So, the searched converter is a DC-DC one with an
inductive stage of energy storage. Thus, we chose the
boost/back converter shown in figure 4. This structure is
simple both for its command and its establishment. With
the same way we lead to choose the same structure for
conv2.
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Figure 6 : voltages and currents of pack1 and photovoltaic generator
during the low charging
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B.

Fast charging : pack1 – pack2 :

The pack1 is initially charged at 10 V, the pack2 at
12V. The pack1 is discharged in pack2 thought the
converter conv1. The figures 7 and 8 show respectively the

currents and the
ultracapacitors.

voltages

of

both the
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Figure 10 : Voltage and current of the Dc bus during a load cycle
Figure 7 : current variations of pack1 and pack2

Figure 8 : voltage variations of pack1 and pack2

C.

Pack2-Dc bus

This simulation highlight that the proposed system
ensures well the voltage conditioning between the pack2
and the DC bus voltages of the electrical vehicle. The
simulation results are presented on figures 9 and 10. It is
clearly seen that the Dc bus of 24 V is fulfilled during the
load cycle. We notice that the current in the pack2 increase
when the corresponding voltage decreases.

Figure 9 : Voltage and current of the pack2 during a load cycle

7.

CONCLUSION

This work assures us an obvious contribution of the
ultracapacitors insertion into the motorization chain of
electric vehicles. The combination of ultracapacitors and
solar panels may be used to completely feed an electrical
vehicle. The obtained simulation results are encouraging to
start novel prospects in the renewable energy applications.
At this stage of the study, we are finalizing the test
model building. So, several studies in the area of the
electrical energy management may be experimented.
In the full paper, we will develop the study of the
structure presented above. We will analyze the converters
and their command. We will present some simulations and
experiment results highlighting the operation of a
"photovoltaic generator –conv1– pack1-conv1-pack2conv2-dc bus and load" system. More details about the
experiment aspects of this study will be also given.
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